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To identify relationships among entities in natural language texts, extraction of entity relationships technically provides a
fundamental support for knowledge graph, intelligent information retrieval, and semantic analysis, promotes the construction of
knowledge bases, and improves efficiency of searching and semantic analysis. Traditional methods of relationship extraction,
either those proposed at the earlier times or those based on traditional machine learning and deep learning, have focused on
keeping relationships and entities in their own silos: extracting relationships and entities are conducted in steps before obtaining
the mappings. To address this problem, a novel Chinese relationship extraction method is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the triple
is treated as an entity relation chain and can identify the entity before the relationship and predict its corresponding relationship
and the entity after the relationship. Secondly, the Joint Extraction of Entity Mentions and Relations model is based on the
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory and Maximum Entropy Markov Model (Bi-MEMM). Experimental results indicate that
the proposed model can achieve a precision of 79.2% which is much higher than that of traditional models.

1. Introduction

In the age of big data, techniques of extracting valuable
information from enormous quantities of texts have drawn
the attention of many researchers. *e extraction of in-
formation includes entity extraction, relationship extraction,
and event extraction. As the key step in information ex-
traction, relationship extraction provides technical foun-
dation for subsequent tasks such as knowledge graphs,
intelligent information retrieval, and semantic analysis.
*erefore, techniques of relationship extraction are bene-
ficial not only for theoretical discussion but also for practical
application.

Research on techniques to extract entities and their
relationships can date back to the 1960s. Among the more
prominent projects is the Linguistic String Project by New

York University, which took the route of constructing
massive language (English) corpora and achieved very sat-
isfactory results when the team used these corpora to extract
information from medical texts. In addition, a systematic
research at Yale University extracted events in domains such
as “earthquake” and “strike” from news texts and promoted
the research and development of entity relationship extrac-
tion. By the late 1980s, with the convening of the Message
Understanding Conference, research on entity relationship
extraction had started to boom. After decades’ development,
theories and techniques of entity relationship extraction, from
earlymodels ofmanual design and rule extraction [1, 2] to late
models based on machine learning [3] and deep learning
[4, 5], are approaching maturity. With constant improve-
ments in model accuracy and recall, extraction models are
more adaptive than ever before.
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However, the most existing extraction techniques either
have been keeping relationships and entities in their own
silos. Extracting relationships and entities was conducted in
separate steps before obtaining the mappings, or tag triples
as a whole used the “proximity principle” of reinforced
learning to extract relationships. Existing extraction tech-
niques fit into three categories. Firstly, the relationship can
be predicted and identified by an entity pair. *e premise of
this idea is that the relationships are already predefined [6].
*e task of relationship extraction then becomes the task of
searching the predefined relationship space for the most
probable relationship between a given entity pair based the
context where the entity pair is located. Secondly texts can be
explored by the relationship of entity pairs. *is method
aims at finding the maximum number of entity pairs
matching the criteria of the given relationship. A common
issue of the two methods mentioned above is the subtasks,
entity identification and relationship identification, are
completely independent of each other, resulting in extra-
neous information such as entities without relationship.
*is, in turn, increases error rates because the entities are
paired up before their relationship is determined; when no
relationship is found for an entity pair, this pair becomes
extraneous. Such extraneous pairs increase error rates of the
subtask and negatively impact the performance of subse-
quent relationship classification. Finally, some studies tag
triples as a whole and use the “proximity principle” of
reinforced learning to extract relationships [7]. *is method
integrates low-level features into more abstract high-level
features to search for distributed feature representations
and, thus, solves the problems of manual feature selection
and the spread of feature extraction error haunting classical
methods.

*e conventional method has two drawbacks. Firstly, for
most of the entity pairs do not hold relationships, numerous
negative cases and imbalanced relationship classification
occur. Secondly, overlapping triples become a critical issue.
*e shared entities or multiple relationships between two
entities make learning more complicated or even impossible,
since adequate training data cannot be obtained. For in-
stance, “Mr. Zhang was born in Hubei, a province in Central
China” could be interpreted into <Mr. Zhang, was born in,
Hubei>, <Mr. Zhang, was born in, China>, and <Hubei, lies
in, China>. *e conventional algorithm cannot identify and
classify properly without sufficient data.

To address these problems, this paper proposes a new
method, entity relation chain. *e head entity before rela-
tionship should be identified firstly, and then, the corre-
sponding relationship and the tail entity can be predicted.
For instance, in the sentence “Mr. Zhang was born in Hubei
province,” E1 “Mr. Zhang” and E2 “Hubei province” are
usually identified firstly and the R “was born in” is recog-
nized secondly. But, in the entity relation chain, E1 “Mr.
Zhang” is firstly identified, and every possible R generated
from E1 is the criterion for E2 “Hubei province.’ In this
entity relation chain, E1 can be taken as head entity, R as
relation chain, and E2 as tail entity.

Experiments on data sets from People’s Daily indicated
that the proposed method can achieve a high performance.

We also evaluated the scalability of the method on English
data sets of the English SemEval 2010 Task 8 which reveal
that the Bi-MEMM also can obtain a better f-score.

*is paper is organized as follows. Starting with the
introduction of the research gap and our research purpose,
we review and discuss the entity relationship extraction and
the particularity of Chinese relation extraction. *en, we
develop the Bi-MiEM method for the entity relation ex-
traction. *e detailed experimental evaluation is illustrated
in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes this work and provides
the future direction for further research.

2. Related Work

2.1. Definition of Entity Relationship Extraction. Entity re-
lationship extraction is usually described as entity rela-
tionship triples <E1, R, E2>, in which E1 and E2 refer to the
entity type and R refers to the relation description type
text. After the preprocessing process of named entity
recognition relation trigger word recognition, the deter-
mined triples <E1, R, E2> are stored for further analysis or
query.

According to the definition, we can divide the entity
relationship extraction tasks into three key parts, name
entity recognition, relation trigger word identification, and
relation extraction. Name entity recognition refers to the
identification of text having a specific meaning of the entity,
mainly including the names of people and places, institu-
tions, and proper nouns. Relation trigger word identification
is to classify the words that trigger entity relationship,
identify whether they are trigger words, and determine
whether the extracted relations are positive. Relation ex-
traction is the extraction of semantic relationships between
entities from identified entities, such as location employee
products.

2.2. Features of Entity Relationship Extraction. Compared
with NLP tasks such as sentiment analysis and news clas-
sification, the extraction of relationship is unique in three
aspects.

Firstly, Entity Relationship Extraction covers diverse
domains. Researchers usually focus on one domain or a
limited number of domains. With limited relationship
categories, traditional techniques are mostly based upon
rules [2, 8–10], dictionaries [1, 11], and ontologies [3, 12].
Machine learning-based techniques include supervised
[6, 13], semisupervised [14, 15], and unsupervised [16, 17]
models. Lately, deep learning-based techniques include
supervised [18, 19] and distant supervised [20] models. All
these models are relatively easy to build, but with poor
portability and extensibility.

Secondly, Entity Relationship Extraction involves het-
erogenous data. Data can come from different sources, and
they can be structured, semistructured, or nonstructured.
Deep learning [21] is usually applied in structured data;
nonsupervised aggregation methods [4] are usually applied
in nonstructured textual data due to unpredictable rela-
tionship categories; semisupervised [17] or distant
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supervised [22] methods are usually applied in semi-
structured data such as Wikipedia.

Lastly, Entity Relationship Extraction needs to handle
various relationships, which easily leads to data noise. Re-
lationships between entities are various, but early research
often ignored such multiple relationships and failed to
handle latent relationships.*e adoption of graph structures
[18] in relationship extraction in recent years ushered in a
new technique for tackling overlaps of entities and rela-
tionships. To tackle data noise [23], it has been discovered
that using a small number of adversarial examples can avoid
model overfitting and proposed to use adversarial training to
improve model performance.

2.3. Particularity of Chinese Relation Extraction.
Relationship extraction of Chinese texts falls behind the
extraction of English because of its complexity and difficulty.
*e following two characteristics of Chinese make it more
challenging for Chinese than English in terms of relationship
extraction.

Chinese trigger words are hard to extract and are in
abundance. *is makes the recall rate of relationship ex-
traction low. In the ACE corpus, Chinese trigger words are
30% more than those in English [24].

For the Chinese language, words are often polysemous,
sentence structures are complex and flexible, and omissions
appear frequently. *e fact that the same word can express
completely different meanings in different contexts or the
same meaning can be represented with many different ex-
pressions makes the identification of relationship types
particularly difficult.

In view of these problems, this paper proposes the
following possible solutions. Firstly, the Joint Extraction
of Entity Mentions and Relations model similar to
Seq2Seq is proposed and the Bidirectional Maximum
Entropy Markov is integrated into the model. Secondly,
different from the existing relationship extraction tech-
niques, relationship triples are treated as an entity rela-
tionship chain, entity E1 is identified first, and then, the
corresponding relationship R and entity E2 based on E1
are predicted. *irdly, the validity of the proposed model
is verified in Chinese data sets and the scalability is
evaluated in English data sets.

3. Extraction Method Based on the Bi-
MEMM Model

*e previous solutions cannot efficiently deal with the entity
relationship extraction entity overlap, relationship cross-
over, and so on. In this paper, a Bi-MEMMmodel similar to
seq2seq simulated probability graph is proposed to solve
such problems. *e seq2seq decoder is modeled in the
following way:

P y1, y2, . . . , yn|x(  � P y1|x( P y2|x, y1(  . . . P

· yn|x, y1, y2, . . . , yn−1( .
(1)

In formula (1), the first word is predicted by x and the
second word is predicted if the first word is known and
repeated until the end mark appears. Similarly, the ex-
traction of triples can be modeled in the following way:

P E1, R, E2(  � P E1( P E2|E1( P R|E1t, nE2( . (2)

In formula (2), “E1” can be predicted first, and “E2”
corresponding to “E1” can be predicted by passing in “E1”.
*en, E1 and E2 can be introduced to predict the rela-
tionship R between E1 and “E2.” In actual processing, we can
also combine the predictions of E2 and R into one step, so the
total step only needs two steps; the first step is to predict E1,
and then,E1 is introduced to predictE2 and R corresponding
to “E1.”

3.1. Bi-MEMM Model. Figure 1 demonstrates the overall
structure of our Bi-MEMM model. It can be detailed as
follows.

When it comes to techniques for extracting relationships
and entities, character-word embedding is necessary only for
Chinese, as word embedding is sufficient for English. By
means of word segmentation with Chinese texts, we obtain
character embedding and word embedding. *en, we per-
form matrix transformation of word embedding and con-
catenate the transformed word embedding with character
embedding of the word’s constituent characters. *e result
of such concatenation is character-word embedding. For
instance, “中国” has two character-word embedding: one is
the concatenation of the matrix-transformed word em-
bedding with character “中”, and the other is the concate-
nation of the matrix-transformed word embedding with
character “国”.

Firstly, character-word-position embedding is trans-
formed into coding matrix M through the Bi-LSTM Layer
and Tanh Layer/Attention Layer.

Secondly, matrix M is copied into the Bi-MEMM Layer
and Dense Layer. Sigmoid can be used as activation function
for the Dense Layer. *en, a two-dimension vector gener-
ated by each character can be used to predict the head and
tail position of E1.

*irdly, a labelled E1 is randomly picked (randomly pick
E1 when training, and traverse all E1’s when predicting), the
subsequence corresponding to E1 is fed in M into the first
Self Attention Layer, together with the Position Embedding
at corresponding position, and it transformed into a vector
with the same length as the input sequence.

Lastly, matrix M is sent into the Bi-MEMM Layer and
Dense Layer again. For each R corresponding to E1, the head
and tail positions of E2 can be also predicted by the Dense
Layer with the activation function of sigmoid.

From themodel structure of Figure 1, we can figure out it
is similar to the copy mechanism, joint extraction model. In
entity ‘E1’ identification, <E_1, R, E_2>, Bi-MEMM plays
the same role as CRF. In E2 recognition, Bi-MEMM predicts
E2 by every possible R with E1. If there is E2, the corre-
sponding triples are regarded as an option or the triples will
be discarded.
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3.2. Bi-MEMM Construction and the Loss Function. In for-
mula (1), we assume that the dependency occurs only in
adjacent locations, and the following formula is obtained:

P y1, y2, . . . , yn|x(  � P y1|x( P y2|x, y1( P y3|x, y2(  . . . P

· yn|x, . . . , yn−1( .

(3)

In formula (3), X � (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is the input and Y �

(y1, y2, . . . , yn) is the tag sequence with the same size of X.
According to the design of Linear CRF (Linear Chain
Conditional Random Field), the following formula is ob-
tained from formula (3):

P y1|x(  �
e

f y1;x( )

y1
e

f yk;x( )
,

P yk|x, yk−1(  �
e

g yk−1 ,yk( )+f yk;x( )

yk
e

g yk−1 ,yk( )+f yk;x( )
,

(4)

where g(yk−1, yk) is called the transition matrix. At this
point, this is the MEMM. From equation (4), we can see that
the solution of the MEMM is to decompose the overall
probability distribution into the product of a stepwise dis-
tribution, so to calculate the loss, you only need to sum the
cross entropy of each step.

Substituting equation (4) into equation (3), we can get
the loss of MEMM as follows:

P↼y|x↼ �
e

f y1;x( )+g y1 ,y2( )+ ... +g yn−1 ,yn( )+ f yn;x( )

y1
e

f y1;x( )  y2
e

g y1 ,y2( )+ f y2;x( )  . . . yn
e

g yn−1 ,yn( )+ f yn;x( ) 

. (5)

So far, we can see that MEMM, like seq2seq, has one
significant defect: exposure bias [25]. When the model is
trained, the prediction of the current step assumes that the
labels of the previous step are correct and acquired. How-
ever, in the prediction stage, the actual labels of the previous

step are unknown. If the current step is not strengthened
during training, the reliability of the entire data chain will be
greatly reduced.

*e way to calculate the probability of equation (5) is
from left to right. Experiments show that adding a right-to-

E1 head position E1
Tail position

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Zn

Word1 Word2 Word3 Word4 Wordn

0 0 1 0 010

1 0 0 1 000

Input layer

Position embedding
Word embedding
Character embedding

Bi-LSTM layer

Attention layer
Tanh layer

Matrix M

Bi-MEMM layer

Dense layer
(Sigmoid function)

Bi-MEMM layer

Dense layer
(Sigmoid function)

E2 head position
E2 tail position

Self-attention layer

1 0 1 0 000

0 1 0 1 000

Matrix M is copied into training model and an annotated E1 is randomly
extracted and be sent into next step.

For each type of R, the corresponding E2 is extracted in the same way②

②

①

①

Figure 1: *e structure of Bi-MEMM.
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left MEMM during modelling with reference to the LSTM
and Bi-LSTMmodes can improve its effect. *en, we can get
the following loss function.

Finally, the average cross entropy of formulae (5) and (6)
are taken as the final loss. *is can make up for the
shortcomings of its asymmetric behaviour without in-
creasing the parameters, and it can also strengthen the
current training.

P↼y|x↼ �
e

f y1;x( )+g y1 ,y2( )+ ... +g yn−1 ,yn( )+ f yn;x( )

yn
e

f yn;x( )  yn−1
e

g yn,yn−1( )+ f yn−1;x( )  . . . y1
e

g y2 ,y1( )+ f y1;x( ) 

. (6)

4. Experimental Design

Experiments are carried out to evaluate the efficiency of
proposed method on Chinese data sets and the scalability on
English data sets. For the Chinese data set, corpus data from
People’s Daily in January in the news field are collected, and
the English data set adopted SemEval 2010 Task 8.

Several similar methods such as Bi-LSTM+CRF [5], Att-
Bi-LSTM+CRF [26], and bert-based [27] were taken as the
base line on the Chinese entity relationship extraction test.
*e proposed joint extraction model is applied to Chinese
data sets to verify its validity. BRNN [28], SDP-BLSTM [29],
CNN [30], Att-RCNN [31], and Hybrid Bi-LSTM-Siamese
[32] are also carried out as the base line for the scalability
evaluation.

4.1. Data Sets. SemEval 2010 Task 8 marks the semantic
relationship between noun pairs in a sentence rather than
entity pairs. *ere are 10 classes (cause-effect, component-
whole, entity-destination, product-producer, entity-origin,
member-collection, message-topic, content-container, in-
strument-agency, and others) in total, among which one
type does not distinguish the sequence of relationship
arguments.

*e corpus of People’s Daily mainly includes three kinds
of entity relations, personal name, place name, and orga-
nization name. In this paper, Spacy [33], PyhanLP [34], and
other natural language processing auxiliary tools [35] are
used in experiments.

4.2. Hyperparameters. Due to differences in the data set of
Chinese and English, for example, factors Embedding of
China Character and Word Embedding of English are not
consistent with some superparameters. In this paper, the
average cross entropy of formula (6) is used as the loss
function to train deep learning network with an Adam
optimizer. *e superparameters are shown in Table 1.

4.3. EvaluationCriteria. Precision, recall, and F-measure are
adopted as the basic evaluation criteria, in which precision
and recall are contradictory and F-measure is taken to

evaluate comprehensively and globally. *eir calculation
formulae are listed, respectively, as follows:

Precision �
True positive

True positive + False positive
, (7)

Recall �
True positive

True positive + False negative
, (8)

F1 �
2∗ Precision∗Recall
Precision + Recall

. (9)

4.4. Experimental Results and Analysis. For the Chinese
entity relationship extraction dataset, Bi-LSTM-CRF, Att-
Bi-LSTM-CRF, and bert-based are applied as benchmark for
performance testing. Precision, recall, and F-score are used
as the evaluation criteria. *e precision of different methods
is shown in Table 2. *eir recall and F-score are displayed in
Figures 2 and 3. For the English entity relationship ex-
traction data set, the F-score of six models is listed in Table 3
for the scalability evaluation of the proposed model.

Table 2 displays the precision of Bi-LSTM-CRF, Att-Bi-
LSTM-CRF, bert-based, and the F-scores of our methods
varying from 72.5% to 79.2%. *e proposed Bi-MEMM
method enjoys the highest precision of 79.2%, while pre-
cision values of the other methods are 72.5%, 73.6% and
75.1%. In terms of recall and F-score shown in Figures 2 and
3, it can be concluded that our model performs efficiently
with a highest recall of 80.4% and a outstanding F-score of
79.8%, while those of other methods are 71.6% and 72.05%
(Bi-LSTM-CRF), 74.3% and 73.94% (Att-Bi-LSTM-CRF),
and 76.3% and 75.69% (bert-based).

Bi-MEMM has some features which can overcome the
pitiful of traditional methods while dealing with Chinese
entity relationship extraction. Firstly, the MEMM model,
like the CRF model, has an attractive feature with the
convexity of its loss function. *e Bi-MEMM model fun-
damentally solves the label bias problem of the MEMM
model and can make full use of context information. It can
use complex, overlapping, and nonindependent information
for its training and inference. Compared with the CRF
model, the performance of feature selection in the Bi-

Table 1: Hyperparameters settings.

Hyperparameters Chinese English
Learning rate 0.0005 0.0005
Hidden neurons size 250 200
Dropout 0.6 0.5
Character embeddings/word embeddings 300 300
Batch size 16 32
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MEMMmodel is no longer directly determining the level of
system performance. Secondly, the entity relationship chain
we proposed can efficiently tackle the problems as entity
overlap and relationship intersection without the following
two shortcomings. *e first is error accumulation and entity
redundancy caused by the mutual influence of entity rec-
ognition and relationship extraction which can lead to the
computational complexity; the second is the lack of inter-
action information caused by ignoring the internal

connection and dependency between the entity recognition
and relationship extraction.

Table 3 reveals the scalability of our proposed method,
which can handle the English entity relationship extraction.
Moreover, our method can reach an outstanding F-score of
84.6% which is overall higher than that of the other five
methods. *e results indicate that the proposed method not
only performs well in dealing with Chinese entity rela-
tionship extraction but also has a superior scalability while
dealing with English.

5. Summary and Future Work

In this paper, a joint extraction model based on joint coding
is proposed, and Bi-MEMM is introduced into the joint
extraction model and applied to entity relationship ex-
traction tasks. Experiments show that the model performs
well in Chinese data sets and has a strong scalability in
English data sets. It owns the ability to learn the internal
structure of a sentence without considering the complexity
of named entities and relationships in the sentence. At the
same time, we also notice that the model is still inadequate in
dealing with the long-distance constraint of sample sen-
tences, the implicit relation in entities, the reasoning of the
same relation such as referential relation, subordination
relation, and date writing format problem. Of course, an-
notation set data is also an important factor that cannot be
ignored. We expect that future work could be carried out
from the following aspects, such as integrating natural
language algorithms (e.g., anaphora resolution into Deep
Learning algorithms) and external knowledge bases (e.g.,
thesaurus, WordNet, HowNet, and knowledge map prior
validation) waiting to be introduced into the model. We
believe that the introduction of these methods in future
modelling will greatly improve their accuracy.

Data Availability

*e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the following website list: People’s Daily:
https://github.com/buppt/ChineseNER; English SemEval
2010 Task 8: https://www.kaggle.com/drtoshi/semeval2010-
task-8-dataset.
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Table 3: English entity relationship extraction results.

Methods F-score
BRNN [28] 82.5
SDP-BLSTM [29] 83.7
CNN [30] 77.5
Att-RCNN [31] 83.7
Hybrid Bi-LSTM-Siamese [32] 81.8
Our method 84.60
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Figure 2: Recall of different methods.

Table 2: Chinese entity relationship extraction precision.

Methods Precision
Bi-LSTM-CRF [5] 72.5
Att-Bi-LSTM-CRF [26] 73.6
Bert-based [27] 75.1
Our method 79.2
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Figure 3: F-score of different methods.
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